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PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

LAND  ROVER  PARTS  LIMITED

Land Rovers and Range Rovers are unique, so the parts and accessories tor your vehicles have
been designed by specialists and manufactured to stringent quality standards. Genuine Parts
by Land Rover Parts Limited are THE ONLY replacement parts approved by Land Rover
Engineering and built to orginal equipment specification for performance you can rely on.
Safety is of fundamental  importance with any replacement parts and although there may be
cheaper products available, Genuine Parts are the only ones on the market in which vehicles
users can have complete confidence.

Each Genuine Part has undergone stringent tests for quality and performance and is
guaranteed for 12  months with unlimited mileage. A complete range of Genuine Accessories is
also available, styled to match the individuality of Land  Rover and  Range Rover and
manufactured to match the performance of the vehicles. These too have the seal of approval
trom the engineers of Land Rover {ollowing rigorous testing on and otf the vehicles.

Accessol.ies range from the hardworking Husky winch, towing equipment and Power Take Offs
to items for interior and exterior protection, including sheepskin or waterproot seat covers,
loadspace protectors, nudge bars and lamp guards to the digital radio/cassettes or cellular
telephones and a stylish range of leisurewear.

Land Rover Parts Service to the World

The Land Rover Parts Worldwide distribution network serves thousands of customers. In the
United Kingdom Genuine Parts, Accessories and Leisurewear are delivered to over 100
authorised UK dealers.  In the unlikely event that the part you require is not in stock, with the
dealer, it can be ordered on our 'Vehicle Of{-road' emergency services direct through a
computer link with Land Rover Parts.

Overseas, we have franchised representation in over 100 countries and, with over half of all
Land Rover and Range Rover vehicles exported, an efficient export after sales parts service is of

paramount importance.

So, wherever you are in the World from the United Kingdom to Uganda, feel assured that
Land  Rover Parts specialist support and friendly assistance is always close at hand.

Remember though, only Land Rover Genuine Parts are designed, manufactured and rigorously
tested to original equipment specification.
Fitment of anything other than Genuine Parts will  not only invalidate your warranty but also
constitute a serious risk to you and your passengers safety and your vehicles performance and
reliability.
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